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AIMS

An aim of this study is to make a comparison between

actual MozambiqueMaritime Education and Training

and the

MET standards

community, and further,

of the
to

international

the

system

maritime

develop proposals to

upgrade

the system to meet the challenge of new standards.
OBJECTIVES

Any Maritime Nation today should be cognizant of the crew
of today and tomorrow, which have to be more skilled

and

more highly trained than ever before. Marine officer's
training is of growing importance since modern ships with
their high technology call
for good knowledge of
operation and maintenance.

Lack of

Marine Officer on board ships

competence

might result

o¥ the

in a serious

disaster.
The principle objectives of this study are:
1.

To examine the actual

METsituation

in

Mozambique

and identify the strengths and shortcomings in the system

at present.
2.

To identify the present international standards

training

and to draw a comparison with

country.

IV

of

those of my own

3.

To evaluate

and compare the Mozambique NETwith

the

Standards of Training, Certification

and watchkeeping for

Seafarers, and develop proposals
engineering program.

for

an

upgraded

4.
To draw conclusion from the study and make appropriate
recommendations.
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INTRODUCTION TO MOZAMBIQUE AND ITS

MARITIME

INFRASTRUCTURES.
1.1

LOCATION OF MOZAMBIQUE.

Mozambique,a former Portuguese colony, is located
Southeastern Coast of Africa, opposite the Island

in
of

Madagascar, and has an area of 789,800 sq km.

(see fig.1.1).
Mozambiqueis

bordered by Tanzania

to the

North,

the

Indian Ocean to the East, by the Republic of South Africa
to the South, Zimbabwe to the Nest and Zambia and

Malawi

to the North_west. Mozambiquehas

a coast line of

km. The country is

provinces, and has

population

divided into

of about 15 million.

2,470

a

Maputo is well known as

a capital city.
Agriculture,

fishing

components of
decade,

internal

as natural

inflation.

the

and mining

are the

Mozambique economy.

war between

disasters

last

FRELIMOand RENAMD
as

well

have hampered growth and spurred

As a result, the cost

between 1988 and 1992.

pricipal

Over the

of living has doubled

A cease_fire
was signed

agreement was declared and a peace agreement
in 1993

between

is now taking place .

FRELIMOand RENAMO. Recovery

SUV

__,..,.n

.

EL

5

3:. INDIAN"OCEAN:

FIG.

1.1

LOCATION OF MOZAMBIQUE.
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MOZAMBIQUEAND ITS RESOURCES.

Source: Borrowed

.

1.2

PORTS

Under normal conditions the
income from charges

country derives much of

on goods

carried

between

its

Zimbabwe,

Zambia, Malawi, Swaziland

and South Africa.

This

gices

rise

the "BEIRACORRIDOR"in

Beira

to the importance

of

port, which is a link between Zimbabweand Beira harbour.

The BEIRA harbour

geographically,

is

located

at

approximately the midpoint of the Mozambiquecoast line.

The main ports

from south to

north are Maputo port(the

second largest port in Africa), Beira port, Quelimane
port and Nacala port. Maputo port has an excellent
multi_purpose harbour with a high handling capacity

in

range of 7 to 12 millions metric tons per year.
Shipments from and to the neighbouring countries are
mostly done through Beira port.
The ports

of Inhambane,

small and they are mostly

commodities from
places
places of consumption.

Pemba,

Macuse and

Chinde

used for movement of

where they

are

are

national

produced

to

1.3

MARITIME ADMINISTRATION

In carrying out activities within the maritime field, a
governmentneeds to have an efficient
administrative
machinery to effect the adoption and implementation of
the national and international law, regulations, and
other related matters. In Mozambique,this machinery is
provided through a Maritime Administration which is
carried out under the Ministry
of Transport
and
Communications.

The MARADstructure

encompassingall

activities.
because

comprises

several

matters within

the field

The actual

a new Maritime

structure
Safety

is

departments

of maritime

to be changed,

Department

is

to

be

established.
The National

Directorate

of merchant marine is

the

principal organization responsible for all
matters
related to maritime activities. The National Directorate
of merchant marine falls organizationally under the
Ministry of Transport and Communications.

As earlier

mentioned, a new Maritime Safety Department is

to be established with the functions of:
1.

Exercise of sovereignty and jurisdiction
internal waters.

in the

2.

3.

Registration o+ ships.
Surveys,inspections and certification of national
ships.
Port State Control of foreign and national ships.
Registration

of seamen.

Examinationand certification

of seafarers.

Promotion of marine environmental prevention and

combate of maritime pollution.
Deal with crew matters in general.

Deal with matters pertaining to Maritime Search and

rescue.
Control of ships manning.
Control of Maritime Traf¥ic and related matters.
12.

Deal with wrecks and salvage in national

13.

Advise government on all marine technical

jurisdiction.
matters.

1.4

As far

SHIPPING COMPANIES

as shipping business

is

concerned,

Mozambique

possesses mainly national shipping companies. Among them
NAVIQUE
is the largest in the country owning nine vessels

including container ships, general
ships.

cargo ships and tank

(see TABLE1.1).

NAVIQUE
performs liner services for the carriage

of cargo
and passengers within the national and regional waters.
Navique's vessels are fully mannedby national merchant
marine officers trained mainly by the Nautical School of
Mozambiquewith exception of
trained

a few officers,

by former USSR and Brazil.

runs its own vessels,
occasionally chartered.
NAVINTERis

a

international

shipping.

state

however,

shipping

which were

The shipping

vessels

company

are

also

company dealing

The NAVINTERshipping

in

company

does not have its ownvessels so it operates as shipping
agency in tramp shipping services.
ANFRENArepresents

a

number of

foreign

shipping

companies, the ships of which call at Mozambiqueports
There are other agency companies such as: MOCARSO
I which
is a state

enterprise.

Mozambiqueare private,

MANICAFREIGHT SERVICES and AMI

C3F4F\F’1'EZF?
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NET IN MOZAMBIQUE

The term "education

at high level"

the process whereby a society

itself

with wise rulers,

businessmen and industrious

might be applied

or state seeks to

brave warriors,

to

furnish

efficient

workers. Somesocial mobility

has always been possible within a society, and education
has been a key means of supplying it.(Richard 1982)
National education in
by factors

of

became independent

proposal

from

Mozambiquewas generally

colonization
in

the

Communications, to set

merchant marine,

and war.

1975 there

Ministry

was a

of

up and develop

which meant

Maritime Education

After

government

Transport

and

a new Mozambique

establishing

and Training

affected
Mozambique

for

a means of

Seafarers

in

Mozambique.

Until 1975, all shipping activities
within the country
were carried out by foreign_ government enterprises
utilizing ships mannedby foreign officers.

2.1

MOZAMBIQUE NAUTICAL SCHOOL

Despite difficulties,

infrastructures

Nautical School was set up.

was to prepare national

were linked and a

The main role of the

School

marine officers with sufficient

maritime background just to meet the national needs.

Initially,

the Nautical

essential facilities,

School was furnished with only

so that minimallythe core courses

(Navigation, Engineering

and Radio)

could

be run.

A

narrowly focused curriculum was developed to satisfy only
the basic requirements of the national
maritime

legislation in the field of maritimeactivities.
In 1977 the first

class,

composed of one hundred cadets

following navigation, engineering and radio courses,
enrolled at Nautical School.

fulfil

was

The candidates had only to

the minimum academic requirements. The practical

training of cadets was performed on board ships
in coastal and regional waters.
Although these

laudible

efforts

government, few successes
proposals were developed.

were

10

trading

were made by

the

achieved,

new

and

In 1960,

Mozambique became

a

Party

to

the

STCW 78

Convention which commited the Mozambique Nautical

School

to increase the training standards to at least Convention

levels.
Bilateral

agreements were signed between the

government and the

technical assistance

IMOso

that

from the

the School

IMOIntegrated

Mozambique
could

get

Technical

Co_operation Programme.
In 1983, the Norwegian Project

set

up at

facilities

the

Nautical

SHIPDECDwas allocated

School

of

Mozambique.

and

New

were provided and a new curriculum was also

designed so that the Nautical School programme could meet
the minimumrequirements

The cadets were integrated

of STCNconvention.

into the new Nautical

School

programme,and up to the present day, the activities
carried out at the Nautical School have been and are

considered satisfactory.
Presently, the education and training of seafarers

is

performed at the unique existing Nautical School which is

located in the capital city, near the Maputo port
entrance. A beautiful view of the sea and of vessels
entering the port can be enjoyed from the School.

The School has

a capacity of approximately one hundred
cadets and it is headed by the general Director, who is

required to ensure that regulations are

faithfully

observed and that all matters are carried out within the
School according to the expectations of the National
Maritime Directorate.
The director
manages the

organization
functioning.
The school is
restaurant,

and

keeps

its

interrelated

provided with a cadet

a swimming pool, class

parts

residence,

a

rooms, a conference

room, a library,
a computer laboratory,
simulator,
workshops, electric
and
laboratories, a navigation aids laboratory,
visual and audio aids.

a bridge
electronic
as well as

For those staff and cadets, whoenjoy physical exercises,
not far from the School there is a gymnasium, fully
equipped with a variety of exercise equipment. In the way

of expected future enhancements the school has requested
quotations on Global Maritime Distress and Safety
(GMDSS), safety/communications
the

new

amendments to

the

developmentof a fire_fighting
consideration.

12

System

equipment to comply with
SOLAS regulations.

centre

is

also

A

under

2.1.1

ADMINISTRATIVE AND MANAGEMENTSTRUCTURE

Bydefinition, administration refers to the range of
activities connected with organizing and supervising the

operation od an institution,
or other organization
functions. This term mayalso refer to the specific group
of people that manages and supervises

it.

For management,

administration implies the control of the activities,
within an institution or organization.
The actual Administrative and Managementstructure

of the

Nautical School of Mozambique can be laid as shown in the

diagram. (See FIG. 2.1).

The governing authority of the School is the Ministry
Transport and Communications, the

duties of

of

which are

performed through the Board of Governors. This Board of

Governors is the school high level decision making body.
The School, as mentioned before is headed by the

General

Director, whois required to makeensure that regulations
within the charter are faithfully observed and that all
matters

concerning

administrative,

management and

academic issues are carried out within the School,
according to the expectations of the organizational

chart.
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The Academic and Administrative

Council

making bodies

The Pedagogic

at a

lower

level.

which is headed by the Pedagogic Director is

are

decision
Board,

responsible

for the performance of the Navigation, Engineering and
Radio Technical departments or in practical terms, is

responsible for all

matters concerning the

skills,

methods and theory of teaching. The Pedagogic Director
assists the General Director in academic matters. The

department of General Science undertakes the functions of

planning and delivering course programs for general
subjects. The department is headed by the national senior
lecturer with a high diploma in Mathematics and Physics.

The Administrative

Board takes

care

of all

matters

regarding support services, which are necessary for
effective running of the all School activities.
This
include general services, accounting, assets and stocks.
The Administrative

Board, headed by Administrative
Director, comprises general office, accounting, medical

post and campus.

All matters concerning reception services

and issue

the course certificates
are performed by the
office, which is headed by Chief office.

of

general

The Accounting Section
undertakes
allocate the financial resources for

the function
of
normal running of

the School activities.
The Section deals principallyy
with issues concerning the staff wages, financial
requests and expenditures. Both Directors, Pedagogic and
Administrative, account to the General Director.
NATIONAL TEACHING

STAFF

The most crucial situation facing the School is effective
recruitment of teaching personnel especially for the most
technical course subjects.
Fortunately, within the last few years the effort madeby
the school administration has resulted in a great
success. The actual national teaching staff comprises:
NAVIGATION DEPARTMENT

The Department is
navigational

a Master's

(Nautical).

subjects,

supported

by

six

teachers

for

two of which are at WMU
completing

Degree in Maritime Education

and Training

ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

The Department comprises Seven teachers for
subjects,

two of which are

engineering

at WMU
completing a

Master's

Degree in Maritime Education and Training (Engineering).
RADIO TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT

The Radio Technical

Department is provided with five
teachers for Radio subjects, two of which are in Portugal

doing Post—graduation studies.

The Department is

headed

by the national lecturer.
All teachers for technical subjects are graduates of the
Nautical School of Mozambique, most of them are

holders

o{ First Class Certificates
and some are doing post
graduate studies and specializations.
GENERAL SUBJECTS

The Department of

General

Science

teachers for general subjects.
Maritime

Economics,

comprises

seven

National teachers

Maritime

Law,

for

Maritime

Administration, Meteorology, 1st Aid and Maritime English

are under part time contract.

16

EXPATRIATE TEACHING STAFF.

The Navigation and Engineering Departments are headed by

the expatriate Master and Chief Engineer lecturers.

There

also are two expatriate lecturers for technical subjects.
2.1.2

NAVIGATION DEPARTMENT

Navigation department is responsible for all training.
Such responsibility includes organization and improvement
of teaching conditions such as, teaching material,
teaching staff, review and update of nautical
and evaluation of the courses.

The Navigation course
Deck cadets a necessary

Master mariner

at Nautical School offers to

the

maritime background to become a

of any merchant ship,

Standards of Training, Certification
Seafarers,

programmes

according

to

and Watchkeepingfor

STCW7B requirements.

The programmes (see TABLE2.1)

Model Courses

are designed

based on

IMO

7.01 and 7.03, which give more detailed

course guidance.

The candidates who want to enter
Nautical School, for Navigation Training, must fulfil
following requirements:

the

the

Secondary school completed (12 classes).

Pass entry specific examinations (Mathematics,
Physics and Portuguese Language).
Medical fitness examination.
Minimumage (18 years).

TABLE 2.1

NAUTICAL SCHOOL OF MOZAMBIQUE

NAVIGATION DEPARTMENT
COURSE PLAN
COD

1NO1

1N02
1NO3

1N04

1NO5

INO6

1NO7
INOG

INO9
1N1O

1N11
1N12

1N13
1N14
1N15

SUBJECTS

PHYS.FITN.

I

MATH.

I
PORT.LANGUAGE
ENGLISH
I

PHYSICS

COLREG

I

AIDS TO NAVIG
NAVIGATION
I

NAV.ARCHIT.

I

SHIP KNOWL.
ELECTROTEC.
MED.CARE

I

SAF.PERSON.

I

BAS.F.FIGH.TRA.
AD.F.FIGH.TRA.

1N-DIDIIIII-CIIIDICDICII
1368
2NO1

2N02
2NO3
ZNO4
2NO5
2NO6
2NO7
2NOG

2NO9
2N1O

2N11
2N12
2N13
2N14

PHYS.FITN.

II

MATH.
MAR.ENGL.
METEOROL.
MAR.SAFETY

II
I
I
I

CARGO&STOWAGE I

NAV.AIDS
STABILITY

SHIP KNOHL.
NAVIGATION

I
I

I
I

RADIO COMM.

MARINE ENGIN.

NAV.AIDS

II

COLREG

II

ZNIIOIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMB6
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3NO1
3NO2

3N03
3NO4

PHYS. FIT.

I

72

COMPUTER LEARN.

72

HAR.ECONOH.
I
PRINC.MANABEM I

72
72

3NO5

MAR. LAW

I

90

3NO6
3NO7

HETEOR.OCEANOG
CARGO&STOW. II

54
216

SHIPBOARD MAN.

36

3NOB
3NO9
3N1O
3N11

3N12

CONST.HAI.SHIP
STABILITY
II
NAVIGATION III
HAR.ENBLISH II

72
10B
234
19B

TOTAL
3N.......................1296
4NO1
4N02

PHYS.FITN.
PRINC.HAN.

4NO3

PROJECT

4NO4
4N05
4NO6
4NO7
4N0O
4NO9

4N10

IV
II

36
54

WORK

10B

III

90

HAR.LAW
II
MAR.ECONOH. II
HED.CARE
II
NAVIGATION IV
COLREB
III
HAR.SAFETY II

HAR.ENBL.

54
54
54
'72
54
72

4N-In-nau--nan-nnouunuounﬂa
NOTE: 1N...2

2N...2
3N...2
4N...1

SEHEST.

SEHEST.
SEHEST.
SEHEST.

Source: Navigation course plan (N3r1)_
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Before the cadets join their
undergo a module called

two months

of

specific

courses,

they

PRE_SEATRAINING, which comprises

intensive

studies

knowledge, membercrew functions,

concerning

as well

as safety

ship
of

personnel on board .ships.
with
such theoretical
background, the cadets undergo sea training
on board
merchant vessels for a duration of four months, which
provides them with shipboard experience.

To become Deck Officers,

in

addition

to

theoretical

knowledge, the Cadets are required to obtain
the
necessary sea training on board national ships, which
should be done during their course of study.

The Navigation course comprises three stages (Table 2.4):
The first stage two years is mostly devoted to general

and technical subjects. This program is in accordance
with the appendix to regulations II/4 and II/3 of the
STCW78 Convention, which enable

training and sea service

the cadets

with

sea

stated in the Convention, to

becomea watchkeeping,

second and chief

stated in the regulations

11/4 and II/3

Convention. Second stage - sea traning.
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officers

as

of the STCW78

TRBLE 2-4
IIFILIITIICIGII;

EICZIICJILI. 1?lGI1[Ii1[fi(3

EICZFIIIII

COURSE

NQUIGATION

PRE-SEO

1ST
STRGE

2ND
STRGE

6
HONTHS

2
YERRS

1
YEAR

SEQ

SCHOOL

TRHINING
ENGINEERING

SER

SOURCE:

l TRRINING
SEO

1
VEAR

SCHOOL

TRHINING
SCHOOL

TRRINING

RRDIO

SE9

j

3RD
STRGE

SEO

SCHOOL

TRRINING

SCHOOL

SCHOOL

PRRCTICE

Lastly, at the third stage, the Cadets will take the
subjects which are prescribed within the appendix t°
regulation

II/2 of STCN78 Convention for the mates

and

masters certification.
ACQUIRED KNOWLEDGE

Required knowledge for the Deck Officers is found in

appendixesto regulations II/l,
11/7 and

II/B

of

STCW7B.

II/2, II/3, II/4,
which

knowledge

the

II/5,

to

which

officer, depends on whether the certificates
are to be
issued to Master, Chief mates or to watchkeeping officers
to ships of 1600 grt or more, or to ships of between

200

and 1600 grt.
2.1.3

ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

The Engineering Department is where engineering

is performed, and is responsible for all issues
to efficient running of Engineering Training.
An Engineering Course at

offer to the

Nautical

School of

Engineer Cadets the

training

related

Mozambique,

necessary

maritime

background to become a Marine Chief Engineer Officer

of

any merchant ship, according to Standards of Training,
Certification and watchkeeping for Seafarers.
STCN 79
requirements.
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The programmes (see TABLE2.2)

Model Courses

are designed

based on

IMO

7.02 and 7.04, which give more detailed

course guidance.

TABLE 2.2
NAUTICAL SCHOOL OF MOZAMBIQUE

ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
COURSE PLAN

coo

1no1

1H02
1MO3
1Mo4

1H05
IHO6
1Ho7

Inca

1no9
1n1o
1M11
1n12
1H13

1H14

SUBJECTS

HOURS

PHYS. FIT.

I

SEN. ENGLISH
ELECTRICITY
SHIP MAINT.

I

72

MATH.
I
PHYSICS
I
TEc. DRAWING

uoRKSHoP

144
72
144

72
109
144

144

TooLS & MACHIN.
NELDING
FIRST AID
SAP. PERSONNEL
BASIC F.FIGHT.

1eo
144
35
36
1B

An. F.FIBHTING.

54

TOTAL-u-connota--Iunuu-nun--001440
2MO1
2M02

PHYS. FIT.

II

72

II

72

I
ELECTRONICS
I
MAR. ELECTROT I

72
72
10B
144

MATH.

2M03

PHYSICS

2MO4
2M05

POR. LANG
MAR. ENGL.

2M06

2MO7
ZMOB
2M09

AUTOMATION
THERMODYNAM.

II

72

72
144

I

2M1O

SHIP MAINT.

II

180

2M11
2M12

AUX. MACHIN
I
WORKSHOP PRACT.

210
108

2M13

INDUST. CHEMIST.

72

2":-non;-nu.-unoanuununu1404
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3M01

3H02
3no3
3Mo4

snos

SMO6
3no7
snoa
3no9

3H1O

3n11

3n12

4M01

NAV. ARCH

144

SHIP MACH. PROP
THERHDDYNAH. II
MAR. ENBL.
II

190
54
144

ENG. ELECT. III
AuT. CONTROL
REFRIGERATION
B;ILERS & TURB.

144
103
144
9o

OIL & LUBRIF.

PHYSICS

54

III

108

STRENBHT HATER.

Ioa

BAS. NAvISATIoN

54

COMP. LEARNING

72

4MO2

MAR. ENGL.

4MO3

MAR. LAW

III

108

144

4M04
4MO5
4MO6
4MO7

MAR. ECONOMICS
SHIPBOARD MAN.
PROJECT
CONT.PREV.POLL.

54
90
162
36

4"-ouch-canQ-an-I-nnonunu666

5°‘-""59: Eﬁgineering

course plan (NSM).
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The candidates

who enter

the

Nautical

Engineering Training, should fulfil
as required for Nautical Training.

School

for

the same obligations

To become Engineering Officers, apart from theoretical
knowledge, the Engineering Cadets are required to obtain
the necessary sea training onboard national ships, plus a

period of workshoppractice located at the school.
The Course duration

and steps

for

Training are the same as for the
differing

only on their

the

Engineering

Navigation

programmes and total

Training
time

of

study.
ACQUIRED KNNLEDBE

Required knowledgefor the Engineer Officers includes the
subjects prescribed in the appendixes to Regulations

III/1, III/2, III/3, III/4, III/5 and III/6 of STCN78
Convention. Certificates maybe issued at various levels
dependent upon the competencies attained. Certificates
may be issued to Chief Engineer Officer,

Officer or to

Natchkeeping Officer to

Second Engineer

ships powered by

Main Propulsion Machinery of 3000 kw propulsion

power

more or

Machinery

to ships

powered by Main Propulsion

between 750 kw and 3000 kw propulsion

26

power.

or

2.1.4

RADIO TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT.

The Radio Technical Department is responsible

issues related

to efficient

for

all

operation of the Radio

Technical Training Program. The Radio Technical Course at

the Nautical School, offers
necessary

to the Radio cadets

background within

the

field

Communications and Aids to Navigation.

to train

of

the

Maritime

The Course aim is

the Radio cadets in the field

of analog and

digital electronics.
within the studies, practical classes are devoted to the
laboratory practice with a variety of electronic
equipment mainly found on board ships, so that, by the
end of the Course, the Officers will be able to overcome

manyissues related to operation, repair and maintenance
of electronic equipment on board ships, as well as
ashore.

within this

area

of specialization,

Maritime Communications and Aids

included. At the

end of the

Course the

expected to undergo one year of additional
3 Shipping

Company or

in

an

cadets

practice

organization,

electronic laboratory is available.
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equipment

to Navigation are

{or
also

are

with

where an

The candidates whodesire

to attend the Radio Technical

Course should in general fulfil
the requirements
prescribed for other Courses. Those with a practical
electronic background mayalso be enrolled.
The programmes

(see TABLE 2.3)

Radio Regulations IV/1, IV/2,
IV/3 of the STCW78 Convention,

are designed

based

on

and appendix to Regulation
which set the

MinimumReguirements for Certification
Radiotelephone Operators.

Mandatory

o¥ Radio Officers,

TABLE 2.3
NAUTICAL SCHOOL OF MOZAMBIQUE

RADIO DEPARTMENT

COURSE PLAN

con

SUBJECTS

1co1
1co2

PHYS. FIT.
nATH.

1co4
1co5

FIRST AID
MATH.

1R03
1Ro4

SAF. AT WORK
GEN. CHEMISTRY

1RoG

DIGITAL ELECT.I

1co3

1Ro1
1RO2
1R05
1R0b
1R07

HOURS

I
I

PDR. LANG.

TEC. ENGL.
BEN. PHYSICS

108
90
54

36
90

II
I

130
54
35
54

TEC. HESUREH.
ELECTRDTEC.
ANALOGELEcTR.I

9o
1G0
153

180

IIuucunuuunnn-unouuIII132o
2C06

2CO7
2R09
2R10

2R11
2R12
2R2O
2R21
2R22
2R23

COHP.LEARNINB

II
I

90
108
216

DIGITAL ELEC.II
APPL. ELECTR.
TEC. ENBL.
II
HATH.
III

180
216
144
72

PHYS. FIT.
AIDS NAVIB.

RADIO COMM.

162

MATH.
IV
TEC. DRAWING

72
54

Tm-ALIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIOIIIIIIIIIIS14
3COB

PHYS. FIT.

3R14
3R15

AIDS NAVIB. II
HICRDPRDCE8. I

3R13

3R16

3R17
3R1B
3R19
3R24

RADAR

III

90

19o

252
130

RADIDTELEPHONE
RAD. con. EQUIP
NICROPROCES. II
ADnINISTRATIoN
TEC. ENGL. III

72

1B0
144
54
144

TDTALIIIIIIIIC-IIIIIIIIIIIIIII1296
Source: Radio course plan (N3n)_
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2.1.5

TRAINING OF CADETS.

The training of Cadets is performed basically on board
national vessels , but a few cases of Cadets trained on

board ships under charter party terms are also found.

As stated before, the newly enrolled cadets are required
to undergo pre—sea training,
(TABLE2.4).

The first

Navigation and Engineering

which comprises six months.
two years

for

both

courses

is followed by one year

sea

training, which will allow the Cadets to continue their
studies in the final stage. Alternatelly, they may be
graduated with a watchkeeping Certificate at this stage
should they not wish to continue their studies.

Regarding sea time for certification,
it
according to national maritime legislation.
2.1.6

may vary

QUALIFICATIONS.

A successful completion of the complete program for
Courses Navigation,

all

Engineering and Radio, with a minimum

length of sea time or practice

specified

programmesfor each Course. will qualify

within the

the cadets

Bachelors of Science Degree in the applicable course.
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as

Additional studies

are available.

The Radio Officers

might be again enrolled in School after one year
practice, for an Advanced Maritime Communication Course,
which will lead to the award of a diploma degree.
2.1.7

CERTIFICATES BF COHPETENCY.

One of the objectives

of

the STCN78 Convention is

that

the Seafarers must be properly trained and consequently,
be certified. The issuance of certificates of competency
within the country is performed at the Ministry of
Transport and Communications.

The Officers

of all

courses,

apart

from the

requirements concerning Examination and Certification

Seafarers, are required to fulfil
Regulations.

STCW

of
the National Maritime

(2l4I%F="TIEF?

Z5

STCN 7B AND INTERNATIONAL

3.1

STANDARDS

STCW 7B

Recognizing the importance of establishing
mandatory
standards of competence and other mandatory provisions

necessary to ensure that all seafarers will be properly
trained, adequately experienced, skilled and competent to
perform their duties in a manner which provides for the
safety of life and property at sea and the protection of
marine environment, the International
Conference on
Training and Certification
Convention.

of Seafarers adopted the

Standards of Training, Certification
Seafarers,

STCW7B is

a maritime

STCw

and Watchkeepingfor
safety

convention

adopted 7 July 1979 and entered into force 28 April 1984.
The aims and objectives of the convention are to set
world-wide Global

Minimum Standards

of

Competence

of

Seafarers, Global Harmonization of Standards of Training
and Examination of Seafarers,
Global Acceptance
of
Certificates granted under the Convention and the Global

Safe and Efficient

Manningof ships,

which in

practice

allowed individual countries to go their owndiverse ways

“it” trainiﬁgu and still
product._

have a globally
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accepted

The technical provisions of the convention are contained
in an Annex, which is divided into six Chapters.
3.1.1

CHAPTER I.

GENERALPROVISIONS.

The first Chapter (Regulations I/1-4) contains general
provisions regarding respectively definitions, content of
certificates
and form of endorsement, principles
governing Near_coastal Voyages and control procedures.
3.1.2

CHAPTER 11.

The second Chapter

MASTER_DECK DEPARTMENT.

deals

with

Master-Deck

Department

outlining the basic principles to be observed in

keeping

a navigational

Minimum

watch

Requirementsfor

(Reg.II/1),

the certification

Mandatory

of Masters,

Mates and Officers in charge of navigational
ships of 200 grt. or more (Reg.II/2).

Chief

watches

on

Regulation II/3 sets the

for

Officers

Mandatory Minimum Requirements
in charge of navigational watches and

Masters of ships

of less

than 200 grt. The Regulation

establishes the requisites for ships not engaged on near
C°a5t31

VOYBQESand

Shipﬁ

engaged

voyages.
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on

near-coastal

Regulation II/4
establishes
the
Mandatory Minimum
Requirementsfor Certification of Officers in charge of a
navigational watch in ships of 200 grt or more.

Regulation II/5

is

designed to ensure the continued
knowledge for Masters and

proficiency and updating of
Deck Officers.
Regulation

II/6
describes
the Mandatory Minimum
Requirements for ratings forming part of a navigational

watch.

Regulation II/7 establishes

the Basic Principles to be

observed in keeping a watch in port.

Finally, the Regulation II/B establishes the Mandatory
Minimum Requirements

for

a

watch

in

port

on ships

carrying hazardous cargo.
3.1.3

The third

CHAPTER III.

Chapter deals

ENGINE DEPARTMENT.

with

the

Engine Department

outlining also the basic principles to be observed in
keeping an engineering watch (Reg.III/1).
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while requirements for deck officers vary according to
the tonnage of the ship, for engineer officers the
determining factor is the power of main engine.
Mandatory MinimumRequirements for certification
of Chief
and Second Engineer
Officers of ships with
Main
Propulsion Machinery of 3000 kw or more (Reg.III/2)

and

for ships of between 750 kw and 3000 kw (Reg.III/3)

are

set forth in this Chapter.
Mandatory MinimumRequirements for the certification

of

Engineer Officers in charge of watch in a traditionally
manned engine

periodically

room, or

the designated

unmanned engine

room are

engineer

contained

in

a

in

Regulation III/4.
The requirements to be met for the continued proficiency
and updating of knowledge of the Engineer Officers are in
Regulation III/5.
Chapter III also gives Mandatory MinimumRequirements for

Ratings

forming

(Reg.III/6).

a part

of

an

engineering

watch

3.1.4

CHAPTER IV.

RADIO DEPARTMENT.

The forth Chapter deals with the Radio Department,
watchkeeping and Maintenance. This

establish

mandatory

certification

minimum

of radio officers

(Reg.IV/1), and requirements to

Radio

chapter goes

on to

requirements

for

and radio operators
ensure their

continued

proficiency and updating of knowledge (Reg.IV/2).
Regulation

IV/3

requirements
operators.
3.1.5

for

establishes

the

certification

mandatory

of

minimum

radiotelephone

CHAPTERV.

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR TANKERS.

The fifth Chapter (Regulations V/1-3) states the special
requirements for Tankers. The chapter deals meanly with
additional

Mandatory

Minimum Requirements

training and qualification

for

of Masters , Officers
Ratings for oil, chemical and liquefied gas tankers.
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the

and

3.1.6

CHAPTERVI.

PROFICIENCY IN SURVIVAL CRAFT.

Chapter VI (Regulation VI/1) is related to Proficiency in
Survival Craft. Mandatory minimum requirements for the

issue of certificates

of proficiency in survival craft

are stated in the Regulations.
Most of the. convention regulations

are supplemented by

its appendixes, which give more detailed syllabix of the
subjects concerned.
The Regulations

of the

Resolutions adopted

Convention are

augmented by 23

by the Conference,

many of

contain more detailed provisions on the subjects
by the Convention itself.
These resolutions
guidance and

advice

to

shipowners

and

which

covered
contain
mariners,

especially for officers in charge of a watch, training
requirements and technical matters.
This 1978 Convention was the first attempt to introduce
global standards for seafarers, but it is now out of
date. A series

of amendments to the Convention have

made, which will take

developments that
years.

into

account many of

have occurred

over the

been

technical

last

twenty

3.2

INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS.

Standards

in MET define

achievement, which is

common international

the

level

of quality

acceptable world_wide.

standards

have been

or

The most

developed

through the United Nations and its specialised agencies.
These related with training apart from IMO,are:
1. International

Labour Organization (ILO).

2. United Nations Development Program (UNDP).
3. World Maritime University

(WMU).

The main duty of all Parties to the Standards of Maritime
Education and Training of Seafarers is to contribute

effectively so that more efficient
Standards can be achieved and fulfilled.
3.2.1

practicable

INTERNATIONAL MARITIME ORGANIZATION.

The convention establishing the
Organization was adopted in
in

and

1958. The

original

International

Maritime

1946 and entered into
name was

force

Inter_governmental

Maritime Consultative Organization (IMCO),it adopted its
new name in

1982 - as

Body and Specialized

with technical

permanent International

Maritime

Agency of the United Nations dealing

matters

affecting

world shipping

and

marine affairs. The International Maritime Organization's
r019 is primarily to develop and adopt treaties and other
regulations which are designed to improve the safety of
international shipping and to prevent pollution of the
world's oceans.
Global Standards for Maritime Training developed by the
Organization are incorporated in the STEM79 Convention
and in various recommendations and resolutions.
Apart

from the assistance provided to the developing
on establishing and developing their maritime
institutions,
IMO has also produced a series
courses, which re¥lect a globally acceptable
training in the various subject areas.

countries
training
of model
level o¥

The Flag State

executive

and the

Port

State are

the

bodies, which are tasked with ensuring that the standards
are properly implemented and enforced world_wide.
3.2.2

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANIZATION.

ILO, is an lnter_governmental

established

in 1919 to

Organization.

The ILO was

bring Governments. Employers and

Trade Unions together in the cause of social justice
better living conditions world_wide.
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and

The ILO formulates international

with the purpose of helping

policies

and programmes

nations and unions in

the

process of improving working and living conditions.
Matters related to the working and living conditions on

board ships

are covered by the

International

Labour

Organization Maritime Conventions and recommendations.
3.2.3

UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM.

The UNDPis the
largest channel for
multilateral
technical and pre_investment cooperation in the world.
The UNDP objectives

are

to

coordinate

and

develop

programmesfor every economic and social sector such as

farming, fishing, mining, transport,
communications,
health, environment protection and training and social
welfare.
UNDPprojects are aimed to help developing countries

makebetter

use of their human and natural

to

resources,

improve living
standards, expand productivity
and
contribute to a sustainable expansion of the world
economy.
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3.2.4

WORLDMARITIME UNIVERSITY.

One of the most important initiatives
taken by the
International Maritime Organization was the establishment
in 1983 of the world Maritime University.

The charter of the WMU
in

says:

its objectives

The WMU
is the international

and functions

maritime institution

for the training of senior specialist maritime personnel
in various aspects of shipping and related
field5
concerning the

improvement of maritime safety,
the
protection of the marine environment and the efficiency

of international shipping, in furtherance of the purposes
and objectives of the International Maritime Organization
as specialized agency of the United Nations.
The fundamental objective of the University is to provide
the international community, and in particular
the
developing countries, with a centre for high level
maritime training and an effective means for the transfer
of maritime technology

from

the

developed

to

the

developing maritime nations, with a view to promoting the

achievement, globally,

of the

highest

practicable

standards in matters concerning maritime safety,
efficiency of navigation and the prevention and control
of marine pollution from ships.
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3.3

SELECTED HET SYSTEMS.

The most common systems

for

maritime

education

and

training can be identified as Front-ended and Post
experience. Front-ended system provides a comprehensive
undergraduate maritime course with specific
knowledge
requirements at the entrance stage. The certificates
of
competencyare issued only after the relevant experience
at sea has been achieved and the relevant certificate
examinations have been performed by the candidates.
Post—experiencesystem requires the candidates to perform

sea training before they undertake the respective
maritime courses. After the sea training requirements
were fulfilled the candidates will undergo a preparatory
maritime course for the certificates
of competency
examinations.
A representative

especially

sample composed of leading MET systems,

those of Post—experience type, commonly used

in the Asian countries was selected for use as a standard
for comparison in this study.
The selected

Philippines

MET systems

are those

of

and Indonesia.

Each of

these

Malaysia,

The

MET systems

might be suitable for evaluation purposes relative to the
Mozambique METsystem.
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3.3.1

MALAYSIA.

MALAYSIA
is one of the successful

in the context

Asian Maritime

of maritime education

example of success within
Maritime Academy of

Nations

and training.

the maritime education is

Malaysia,

with

primary

The
the

role

developing and enhancing the knowledge and skills

of

of

maritime personnel engaged in and associated with the
merchant navy as well as its related industries. Recently
designated as a branch of the world Maritime University,
it is fast becominga leading institution in the region.
The

academy

provides

a

comprehensive

range

of

professional maritime and shipping courses. The academy
is supported by a core of highly qualified
and

experiencedteaching staff, modern training

facilities

and comfortable accommodation.

Since Malaysia has satisfied to the STCNConvention. all
courses are in line with care being taken to offer

quality education having good international

standing.

Post _ experience type of maritime training system is
the academy of Malaysia. The courses are
basically taught in English. The minimum admission
requirements and requisites for engineer officers are
listed in-the comparative table(TABLE3.1).
applied at
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3.3.2

THE PHILIPPINES.

The Philippines began to institutionalize its maritime
education for a professional sea career at the Philippine
Merchant Marine Academy in 1820.

The increase

in

demand

for maritime manpower motivated private institutions
to
complementthe government's efforts in providing maritime
education and training within the country.
when the

Philippines

acceded to

the

STCW Convention,

maritime training has been developed to improve the
qualification and competencyof Philippine Seafarers.

The Philippines today finds itself

playing

a major and

significant role in international shipping.
The PMMA
awards

transportation

a Bachelor of

science

degree in

marine

and marine engineering upon completion

of

a four year course of study. This is comprised of three

years of theoretical

studies and one year of sea training

as an engineering cadet. This course is offered only by
the Philippine

Merchant Marine Academy. The PMMAapplies

the front—ended type of maritime education system.
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3.3.3

INDUMESIA.

Indonesia as manyother countries,

has ratified

the

Convention, which is implemented within the country.
Directorate of Marine Safety and the Education

STCN
The
and

Training Centre work together for prescribing
the
standards to be achieved in Certification of competency.
To improve the

quality

of Indonesian Seafarers,

the

government has been taking steps whereby no candidate can

appear for an examination for a Certificate
without formal education and training.
The following table

of Competency.

(TABLE3.1) gives a comparison of the

minimum admission requirements and requisites
engineer officers of the countries concerned.

for
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EVALUATION OF MOZAMBIQUE MET SYSTEM AGAINST

INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS.

The compliance and

implementation

of

international

standards of education and training of seafarers is
growing importance, since

the shipping itself

of

is of an

international nature.
Many of problems in shipping

arise

from mis—managementof

crew resources . The most typical maritime accidents
usually usually
mistakes, errors
60-70 percent
factors. Action

well qualified

are

the result of a combination of human
or failures. The commonconcern is that
of accidents at sea arise from human
to reduce error at sea should include

and motivated marine officers,

procedures and improved regulations

better

and enforcement.

The logical approach to analyse or evaluate a particular
system is to look into other viable systems, which have
had success

in

the

same field

and make comparative

studies. The comparative study in this chapter is based
on International Standards of maritime education and
training and on these of the selected countries.
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Traditionally,

the

Administrative

personnel of the maritime institutions

and

Managemen

are of seafarer

background, which to some extent
contributes
to
effective managementand better achievement in the field
oi maritime education and training.
The Government plays the most important role.

development of maritime

The proper

education can be achieved

through appropriate government policy.

Is the

only

Government

that is ultimately responsible for ensuring through the
Maritime Administration the safe manning of the

national

ships, the competence of its seafarers,
the working
conditions, the living and working environment, welfare
and discipline of seafarers in national ships.
The Government can

only

accomplish

the

above stated

objectives by having an adequate and competent

Maritime

Safety Administration, up_to_date and relevant

national

legislation based on
national requirements.

International

To evaluate the NETsystem,

the first

in relation

to the

school

administration

and managementaspects.
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itself

Regulations

and

look must be made

in

terms

of

4,1

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION

The school

must act

within

AND MANAGEMENT.

the framework of

national

regulations and rules, regarding maritime education. Such
regulations should define the school activities
and
organizational framework, granting a measure of autonomy
and independence appropriate to
allow the
school

community to

decide

about

the

detailed

shape

and

development of the School

In normal conditions,

Master Marine or

the School should

Chief

Engineer

Unrestricted High Certificate

be headed by a

Officer

holding

an

of Competencyplus a Master

Degree in Maritime Education and Training.
Moreover, Administrative

and Academic Bodies need to

be

gradually updated and upgraded in terms of key personnel,

to achieve better performance and higher efficiencies
a continuing bases.
The Academic Director,

Certificate

apart

from

on

a Sea Going High

should minimally hold a Master Degree in

as well, and possessing some teaching experience.

MET

The Administrative
Degree in

Chief's

Business

Director

should minimally posses

Administration

Office requires

and Finance.

a Bsc degree in

a
The

financial

management and accounting. The Assistant's
Office
requires a person with demonstrated experience
and
knowledge in the administrative and managementfield.

The final objective of the school is to train people with
different aspirations and abilities, whocan form a team
necessary to operate todays and tomorrows ship, reliably,
efficiently
and economically. This requires somewhat

specialized skills and abilities,

that have to be given

by the school.

A proper

knowledgeable and capable

academic bodies should be identified

administrative

and

and appointed.

The

functions of the team, among others will be:
1.

2.

To communicate with maritime environment.

To design, review and update the

curriculum

and

syllabus.
"!

.. To determine the directions of the school development
and indicate the ways of their implementation.
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4.1.1

SCHOOLTRAINING FACILITIES

The facilities

provided within the school are to large

degree satisfactory for the purpose of implementing the
standards of -maritime education and training.
However,
the curriculum could be improved by the use of an engine
room simulator.

The use

of such

a simulator

may be a

partial solution to the growing problems faced by the
school in providing sea training to the cadets. The use
of a marine simulator as a training tool
is accepted

world-wide by the

shipping

industry

as a

partial

replacement of sea training.
4.1.2

SCHOOL TEACHING STAFF

The main traditional

criterion

maritime lecturers

is the

competency in

Deck

the

required for the work of a

highest certificate
or

Engine

qualification of teaching staff is
in Maritime

Education

and

branches.

a key to the success

Training.

The

administration should encourage the lecturers

further education and specialization,
Architecture,

of
The

school

to take

especially in Naval

Maritime Law and Maritime Economics so that

the use of part time lecturers

can be avoided.
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The teaching staff should be structured according to
their level of education and experience in the subject
matter and the functions of each membershould be clearly
stated in the teaching staff regulations.
Maritime
Institutions do not only need lecturers whounderstand a

particular subject, but also need senior lecturers who
have good understanding of maritime affairs, which later
on will
facilitate
cooperation
with
Maritime
Administrations, Shipping Companies, Port Authorities and

other maritime interprises.
Maritime lecturers should be qualified to teach basic and
advanced maritime subjects to different groups of cadets
being aware of the latest developments in international
maritime education and

training

including

teaching

methods and technology.
4.1.3

SCHOOL TRAINING SCHEME

Maritime Education

program designed

to

Scheme is

the

formal

produce trainable

educational

and employable

graduates for the country's maritime industry.
The previous school training
1993, a proposal for

schemes were undefined.

a new training

the school administration,

which was to enter into

this Year c see Table 2.4 ).
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In

scheme was made by

force

The ewisting training
' overly long for a
15
actual school training
and half I a new four
Details of this four
The proposed training

scheme is practicable, however it
Bsc Degree.
In contrast to the
scheme, which comprises four years
years training scheme is proposed.
year scheme are given in chapter 5.
scheme is four

years

comprising

three phases. The first phase is two years of theoretical
studies at school. The second phase is

training, and third phase is
studies at school.

one year of sea

one year of theoretical

The reason for the proposed training scheme is that

years and half

is quite

a long period

to train

four

marine

officers at the Bsc level, relative to the international
standards duration of four years. Apart from that. there
are overly frequent complaints from the candidates and
officers themselves regarding the time spent at school,
relative to the level of the degree awarded. Furthermore,
the sea service time, in most of the cases, is very
unstructured. There are so many vague and inconsistent
ways of defining sea service time for the award of
certificates

of competency. The absence of an examination

following sea service and prior to certification,
exacerbates the problem of the inconsistencies
service period.

further

of the sea

Since maritime education of seafarers is
of an
international nature, there is ample reason to remove
ambiguities from the sea training
system of

maritime

education.

and from the

whole

Many Nations

have

undertaken this initiative
by following the maritime
training of international character as outlined in the
STCWConvention.

4.1.4

SCHOOL CURRICULUM

Curriculum might be defined

as all the planned learning

opportunities, offered to the learners by the educational
institution and the experiences learners encounter when
the curriculum

One of the

is implemented.

problems faced

( MURRAY
PRINT, 1993. )

a lack

of

formal agreement on what curriculum should be covered

by the

school is

at

which course level. Apart from not being fully
implemented, the actual curriculum needs to be revised
and updated to meet the latest standards.

Given the complexity of the task, careful
implementation and review of the curriculum

design,
will be

essential. Student quality is a crucial input to a good
training and careful consideration should be given to the
size and relevancy of the programmes.
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4.1.5

SCHOOL PERFORMANCE

The developing countries, with little
formal maritime
infrastructure, have found that manyproblems such as
financial, curriculum design and teaching staffing must
be overcome for the successful

implementation

of

STCW

standards.
The main requirement for those countries is a possession
of an effective national maritime legislation, which will

control a system for the examination and certification of
seafarers before the issue of certificates of competency.
The benefit

of having the

of guide—lines is

STCWConvention is that a set

provided

on which to

base

the

are

some

development of maritime education and training.
In the

Mozambique nautical

school,

there

achievements indeed, but also a considerable list of
shortcomings. Deficiencies
in administration
and
managementconcerning resources,
and cadet enrollment

as well as

among the most prominent.
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recruitment

of employees

course programming are

The question of how effective

the STCN78 standards

implemented within the country and particularly
maritime education and training,
can ultimately
answered by the performance of the Maritime Officers
the merchant marine field .
In most of the

cases

the

Officers

have only

are

at
be
in

the

opportunity to perform their duties within the cabotage
trade, which to some extent, might contribute to poor
evaluation for international purposes. within the
Mozambiquemerchant marine , only a few cases of Maritime

Officers engaged in international
occasionally.

trade

might be found

There are many, often opposed views about how standards
should be achieved. The National Administration lacks the
power and authority

to

ensure

the

STCW compliance.

Further, the National Legislation concerning Standards of
Education and Training of Seafarers is quite vague and is
in somecases silent.
A number of internal efficiency

measures such as students

enrollment, teaching and learning performance as well as
school relevancy in relation to the maritime environment
should be taken into account.

Systematic review and update of the school programmes is

crucial to ensure that national certificates
have and
will continue to reflect high standards of training and
competency. The school administration

should ensure

that

the entrants are trained in personnel survival,
fire_fighting and basic first aid within the first phase,
before going to sea.

C3F1€§F’1'EEF?
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PROPOSED TRAINING PROGRAM FOR MARINE ENGINEERING

COURSE.

The commonconcern is that

International
Certification

the MinimumStandards

of

the

Convention on Standards
of Training
and watchkeeping for Seafarers, 1978 have

to be met by training
world. The faculties

in maritime academies all over the
of the academies concerned have to

have certain commonqualification

in order to be able

to

offer such training.
Inadequacies in

staff

qualifications

and lack

of

equipment within a maritime institution
might form a
barrier to the implementation of the STCN Convention
Standards.
why the need of an updated curriculum for marine engineer

officers ?

Today's Seafarers

are

likely to work in

small, multinational teams and will constantly have to
increase their use of the most sophisticated technology.
These facts, together with the pressures of safety and
the

environment,

are

making growing

demands on the

standards of training and education provided all over the
world.
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On the other hand, Mozambiqueas a maritime nation

needs

1

To increase the employmentpotential

in the maritime

2

To eliminate the dependence in foreign maritime

3.

To meet the highest standards of safety and manning

field.
expertise.
of ships.
5.1

OBJECTIVES

The purpose

of education

should

be to

bring

each

individual through training in good habits to develop the
capacity to choose the

right conduct for themselves and

to provide guidance for others

(RICHARDALDRICH,1932).

By the end of the course, the graduates will be provided
with sufficient

updated and depth

fundamentals of engineering

basis for

knowledge of the

which will

the essential understanding

practice as well
merchant vessels.
5.2

science,

as

form
of watchkeeping

commanding procedures

on board

TEACHING STAFF REQUIREMENTS

For the curriculum to be implemented efficiently,
considerable attention must be paid to the availability
and use of properly qualified lecturers, supporting
staff, updated technical material and other reference.

The Senior Lecturers for professional maritime subjects
must hold a Chief Engineer Certificate

of Competency plus

a Degree in Maritime Education and Training.

Junior Lecturers for professional maritime subjects
hold a Chief Engineer Certificate

must

of Competency.

Lecturers for mechanical engineering subjects should have
a high Degree in Mechanical Engineering.

Lecturers for marine electro-tecnology
in

Electro-Mechanical

experience

on

board

Engineering

ship

or

must have a Degree
plus
electrical

approved

power

installations.
Both Assistants and Technicians for
should posses acceptable qualifications
experience.

related subjects
and approved sea

Lecturers for general subjects must have high Diploma in
General

Science

or

teaching experience.

a Bachelor

Degree plus

approved

5,3

PROPOSED ENGINEERING CURRICULUM.

In this section, apart
from three months pre—sea
training, the three phases four years Engineering Program
15 proposed.

illustrate

The

TABLES 5.2

(A,B)

and

5-3

(9.33

the content of the Actual Engineering Program

at Nautical

School and

the Proposed En9in99ri“9

PVOQTBN

respectively.
From TABLE 5.2

considerable

(A,B) it

amount of

can

be clearly

hours

are

seen

that

d9V°t9d t°

a

the

professional subjects as well as to the supporting
subjects. Concerning academic and general subjects, extra
hours are also
spent in Mathematics, Maritime English
and workshop Practice,

However, this

which to some extent,

considerable

amount of

course program very long relative
years.
The TABLE5.3

makes sense.

hours

makes the

to the world-wide four

(A,B) shows the content

of the

Proposed

Engineering Program, farely designed with special
consideration to the professional as well as to the
supporting, academic and general

subjects

subjects were reorganized and more clearly
better explain their content. The "extra"

hours.

removed to permit the four years course program.
(TABLE5.1).
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The

stated to
hours are
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To be qualified as an engineer officer in charge of a
watch,
second and chief
engineer officers,
the
candidates must undergo the
Proposed Engineering
Curriculum, which comprises three phases.
5.3. 1

FIRST PHASE.

The first

phase is two years, which are devoted to

basic

engineering knowledge and safe working practice.
The
objective is that by the end of second year the students

must acquire knowledge and skills

to perform adequate sea

training, as stated in Regulations III/1 and III/4 of the
STCNConvention. This

the maximumbenefit
working practice.

will enable the

from seagoing

students to

gain

experience with

safe

TABE 5.4
PRDPCSED ENGINEERING CuRRICuLuM.

SEMESTER

1

FIRST YEAR

FIRST

cop

SUBJECTS

19 WEEKS

1E01

PORTUGUESE LANGUAGE

1E02

MATHEMATICS

I

72

1EO3

PHYSICS

I

72

HOURS

bo

1EO4

INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY

72

1EO5

PHYSICAL EDUCATIDN

35

1EOb

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

1E07

CGMPUTER SCIENCE

I

1EOB

ENGINEERING

I

72

IEO9

HAND & PowER TCCLS

I

72

DRAWING

60

35

1E1O

MARINE ENGINEERING MATERIALS

36

1E11

SAFETY PERSONNEL

so

1E12

FIRST AID

35

1E13

BASIC FIRE FIGHTING

35

1E14

LIFE - SAvING APPLIANCES

so

TDTAL 1E

72°

1E = First year, Engineering course.
1 hour lecture

= 45 min.
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TABLE 5.4
PROPOSED ENGINEERING CURRICULUM. 2

FIRST YEAR

18 WEEKS

SECOND SEMESTER

SUBJECTS

72

1E02

MATHEMATICS

IEO3

APPLIED PHYSICS

II

I

72

IEO6

MARITIME ENGLISH

I

56

1EOB

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

II

36

1EO5

ENGINEERING DRAWING

II

72

IEO9

HAND & POWER TOOLS

II

1E15

MACHINE TOOLS

82
I

82

1E16

MARINE DIESEL ENGINES

I

72

1E17

AUXILIARY MACHINERY

I

72

1E18

MARINE ELECTROTECNOLOGY

I

72

TOTAL IE

688

TABE 5.4
PROPOED ENGINEERING CURRICULUM. 3

SECON YEAR

18 WEEKS

THIRD SEMESTER

SUBJECTS

2E09

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

III

36

2E06

MARITIME ENGLISH

36

2E19

THERMODYNAMICS

72

2E20

FLUID MECHANICS

36

2E16

MARINE DIESEL ENGINES

72

2E17

AUXILIARY MACHINERY

72

2E1G

MARINE ELECTROTECNOLOGY

36

2E21

MARINE ELECTRONICS

60

2E22

MARINE ENG.

60

MAINTENANCE

2E15

MACHINE TOOLS

SO

2E23

FABRICATION

SO

2E24

ADVANCED WORKSHOP PRACTICE

& WELDING

TOTAL 2E

60

700
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TABLE 5.4
PROPOSED ENGINEERING CURRICLLUH. 4

SECOND YEAR

FOURTH SEMESTER

can

SUBJECTS

2E0b

MARITIME ENGLISH

2EO7

COMPUTER SCIENCE

2E25

NAVAL ARCHITECTURE

18 WEEKS

HOURS

2E19

THERMODYNAMICS

2E26

STRENGTH OF MATERIALS

III
II

35
36
72

11

so

so

2E1b

MARINE DIESEL ENGINES

III

so

2E17

AuxILIARv MACHINERY

III

72

2E2B

MARINE P.

PLANT OPERATION

so

2E27

PROPERTIES OF FUEL & LUB.

35

2E1B

MARINE ELECTROTECNDLDGY II

so

2E21

MARINE ELECTRONICS

72

2E28

INSTRUMENTATION & CONTROL SYS.

TOTAL 2E

II

so

534

65

5.3.2

SECONDPHASE

SEA TRAINING.

The objective of sea training is to familiarize
students with

marine environment

as

the

W91135 With the

different types of marine power installations

on board

ships. During sea training the trainees will be required
to perform a sea project, which will be reported to the
department concerned. The sea project will comprise tasks
related

to

the

main engine performance as

well

as

auxiliary machinery. This will greatly benefit insight in
the processes of operating and maintaining the various
marine power installations,

according

to

the

STCW

Convention requirements on watchkeeping Duties.
5.3.3

THIRD PHASE

The last

year of the course

is mostly devoted to

administrative and managementstudies.

In other

the students are provided with knowledge and skills
commandingpurpose and high responsibility.

the

words,

for

By the end of

this phase the final course examinations should be held
and if successfully the course certificate
should be

issued to the graduates.

Provided that the sea training

requirements were fulfilled the Ministry of Transport and
Communicationsshould issue the watchkeeping Certificates
of Competency to the graduates.

TAE_E 5.4
PROPOSED ENGINEERING CURRICULUM. 5

FOURTH YEAR

SEVENTH SEMESTER

18 NEEKS

c0D_

SUBJECTS

HOURS

SE29

BASIC OF NAVIGATION

so

SE30

SHIP STRUCTURE

36

SES1

SHIP STABILITY

49

SE32

RESISTANCE & PROPULSION

36

3E19

THERMODYNAMICS & HEAT TRANSFER

60

3E2B

MARINE P.

3E1b

MARINE DIESEL ENGINES

PLANT OPERATION

SE17

AUXILIARY MACHINERY

SE13

MARINE ELECTROTECNOLOGY

SE21

MARINE ELEOTRONIOS

3E2B

MARINE AUTOMATION

72

Iv
IV

III

II

b0
60

60

so
60

SESS

MARINE REFRIGERATION

72

SE24

ADVANCED WORKSHOP PRAOTIOE

60

TOTAL SE

744

67

TABLE 5.4
PROPOSED ENGINEERING CURRICULUM. 6

FOURTH YER

EIGHTH SEMESTER

COD

SUBJECTS

SE06

MARITIME ENGLISH

SE34

INTER.

SE35

MARITIME LAW

17 HEEKS

HOURS

MARITIME CONVENTIONS

so
35
so

3E3b

MARITIME ECONOMICS

4G

3E37

MARITIME ADMINISTRATION

so

3E3B

SHIPBOARO

3E39

TECHNOLOGY OF MATERIALS

MANAGEMENT

35

94

3E40

MECHANICAL vIBRATIONS

35

3E41

MARINE STATISTICS

35

3E42

MARINE ENGIN.

3E43

CONTROL & PREVENTION OF POLLUTION

oEvELOPMENT

SE44

AovANCEO FIRE-FIGHTING

SE45

COURSE PROJECT

TDTRL 3E

so
35

36
190

682

5_4

5.4.1

SYLLABUS OBJECTIVES.

THERHDDYNAHICS & HEAT TRANSFER

Demonstratesufficient theoretical knowledgeto carry out
that part of a watchkeepingEngineer's responsibilities
concerning the efficient

operation of Marine Heat Engines

and Thermodynamic Processes such as:

1. Properties.
2.

Energy systems and change.

3. Heat transfer.
4.

Vapours.

5.

Gas Laws.

6.

Thermodynamicprocesses.

7.

work transfer.

5.4.2

ENGINEERING DRAWING.

Demonstrate knowledge on engineering

International

drawing produced

to

Standards and Conventions as well as to

be

able to produce drawings of an adequate Standards for the
manufacture of machine components.
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5.4.3

HAND & POWER TOOLS

Demonstrate sufficient

tools

such as:

knowledge and Ski115 in the U59 °{

Hand tools,

sharpening

power tools,

poweredhand tools, measuring tools, sharpening drills,
and to carry out or supervise the work encountered in
maintenance or repair on board ships.
5.4.4

MARINEDIESEL ENGINES.

Demonstratetheoretical
for operation

knowledgeand practical

and maintenance of diesel

skills

engines

and
auxiliary machinery as a unit. This also includes an
operation of the marine gas turbines and marine steam
engines as well as heat engine cycles and energy inputs

efficiency.
5.4.5

MARINEEGINEERIG

MAINTENANCE.

Demonstrate knowledgeand skills

in the principals

oi the

practical operational aspects
such as:
Desmontling
procedures, the use of maintenance tools, inspection
techniques, repair and replacement, reassembling and test
running of ship machinery.
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5.4.6

MARIE ELECTROTECOLOBY.

De monstrate

theoretical
knowledge and
Sufficient
practical skills to carry out duties of an Engineer
Officer in a safe manner in the engine room. This concern

basically
alternating
electrical
electrical

5.4.7

the alternating and direct currents,
the
and direct current generators and motors,
power installations
and maintenance of
equipment.

FABRICATION AND WELDING.

Acquire knowledge and gain

experience in

the

use

of

different types of welding machines as well as practice
in fabrication, joining and metal cutting. Selection of
correct welding equipment and materials and the use

correct welding techniques and safety equipment.
5.4.8

MACHINETOOLS.

Acquire skills and gain experience in :
1. The use and maintenance of Lethes and shaping
machines.

2. The maintenance of machine tools.

3. The correct procedures for setting up and securing
work for a given machining operation.
4. The use of safe working practices.
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5.4.9

AUXILIARY MACHINERY.

Demonstrate theoretical

knowledge on pumps and

systems, main and auxiliary boilers,

evaporators

and

distillers,

pumping

heat exchangers,

air

compressors,

refrigeration
machinery, mooring equipment, cargo
handling equipment and stearing gear systems as deck
machinery.
5.4.10

MRINE PWER INSTALLATIONS.

Operation of marine power installations,
engine
performance, engine components, engine control, auxiliary
systems, preparing, starting, reversing and changing over
the generators.
5.4.11

TECHNOLOGYOF MATERIALS.

Demonstrate knowledge on understanding the behaviour

of

materials in general used in ships under varying
conditions of loading, this include the processes of

fabrication, normalizing.hardening, tempering and bonding
as well identifying types of failure and remedy.
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5.4.12

The

COMPUTERSCIENCE.

use

of

computer:

MS—DOS, word-perfect

and

Spreadsheet. Introduction to the Computer_Aided Drafting
and Design as well as Engineering Graphics.
The curriculum was designed based on

7 02 7 O4, appendixes to Regulations
u

5

I

IMOModel courses

III/2,

III/3

III/4

of the STCN78 Convention and recommendations.

5.5

CERTIFICATION

After successful

completion of the course,

the

and

cadets

will be awarded the Bsc diploma in Marine Engineering and

a watchkeeping Certificate

of Competence.

To obtain the Highest Certificate in Marine Engineering
the Officers are required to complete five years sea
service respectively 36 months as a Watchkeeping Officer
and 24 months as

Second Officer,

followed

by

the

respective Certificate of CompetencyExaminations after
sea service is completed for each rank.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The achievement of maritime education

and training

objectives, involves particular attention to policies,
systems, managementand control and incorporates

internal

quality assurance

external

mechanisms and independent

quality audits, to check that the objectives (Standards)
are being accomplished at all levels of the training

activities.
This study wishes to offer the following

recommendations

for the pertinent parties to consider and perhaps
implement. The pertinent parties,
such as, Maritime
Administration,

the Shipping

Communityand the

Nautical

School must come together and produce better solutions

to

improve maritime education and training.
There must be a clear

commitment by the

Administration _ Government, which means full
with IMOCommittees and following

74

Maritime

involvement

up the STCWchanges.

A consultative

body, able to advise the school community
in academic matters should be identified and appointed.

Such

body

should

representatives
Companies,

comprise

among

others,

of Maritime Administration,

Seafarers

and

Agencies

as

the

Shipping
well

as

representatives of Ministry of Education.
Teaching staff seems to be the most sensitive
element
within the Maritime Education and Training of Seafarers,
all

over the World. Experience shows that maritime
institutions have always had problems in maintaining a

proper teaching personnel. However, it should be kept in
mind that, the success of the school and its reputation

within the maritime industry are closely related to a
well qualified and highly motivated teaching staff.
The School Administration

should ensure that all

are well oriented, trained and motivated to
the school goals and objectives.

staff

accomplish

The curriculum design of each course must be relevant

and

objective to meet not only the basic technical knowledge,
but also the needs of the shipping industry as well as
the growing demands of the new technology.

The candidates should be given the opportunity to know in

d nceQ before the enrollment, all about the Nautical
aVa
School itself as well as the offered courses and their
curriculums, so that the candidates can exchange views
with School Departments and Administration.

The aim of the library should be to support the teaching
staff in form of reference and research. It should also
be a source to provide advise to the learners and to
other interested personnel.
The school should seek

guidance and assistance

University and other technical institutions
experience within the educational field.
The sea training for the
such way to

from the

with more

cadets should be designed in a

generate confidence

and develop technical,
practical and social knowledge for highly trained and
educated marine officers. Cadets sea training feedback as
well as an officers

performance on board ships should

taken into account for the purpose of school

evaluation.

76

be

performance

Goodrelations and cooperation should be encouraged with
the land based maritime industry so that the learners can
be involved with management, maintenance, repair and dry
dock.

Regardingexamination and certification
there

must

be

a

strong

link

of seafarers,

between

Maritime

Administration and METinstitution.
In most of the cases,
examination of seafarers is conducted within a Maritime

Administration, but cases are also found where this
performed by the

METinstitutions,

provided

that

is
the

institutions are well managedand equipped with proper
knowledgeableteaching staff.

The primary objective of this
strengths

study was to identify

and weakness within the

education and training of seafarers.

the

Mozambique maritime

The author

hopes

that, the results of this study will, to a certain
extent, benefit those, who are closely related
to
maritime educational policy.
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